MEDIA RELEASE
FIND A DESIGNER with GLOBEWEST
Leading Australian furniture brand GlobeWest launches ‘Find a Designer’, a free service connecting
website users with interior design professionals, tailored to your interior taste.
GlobeWest Co-founder Stephen Mendel says “professional advice is something everyone should have
access to. People don’t realise how affordable it can be and what a great investment it is.”
The organisation is fortunate to work with a huge cross section of leading design professionals from
residential designers to property stylists and wanted to make it easy for consumers to connect with
them.
The new find-a-designer service which sits alongside its’ website’s find-a-stockist function, recognises
that whilst some are fortunate to have an innate flair for putting interiors together, for most, it’s not
easy.
Design professionals apply knowledge, experience and skills to assist home owners and renters in
bringing their vision to life. With an enviable eye for detail and knowing what will work within a space,
“they can help you harness your home’s individuality to complement your personal style”, says
Stephen.
Whether your style is contemporary, modern, classic, eclectic, retreat (coast or country) - or you’re
undecided - ‘Find a Designer’, enables GlobeWest website visitors to create an ideal space with the
support and guidance of professionals.
The selection of furniture is just one of the ways Design Professionals can assist people create a
beautiful, functional home to match their lifestyle and tastes. In addition to being able to access the
full GlobeWest collection of distinctive furniture and homewares, design professionals “will support
you through colour, material, size and shape decisions whilst working within your budget”, says
Stephen.
GlobeWest’s free ‘Find a Designer’ service is delivered via a simple website interface, making the
process of connecting with a design professional in your geographic area and personal design aesthetic
quick and seamless. It consists three simple steps.
1.Enter your project location.
2. Select your preferred interior style (s).
3. Add your contact details.
Users then receive a shortlist of referred designers to contact and discuss their project with. Easy!
globewest.com.au/find-a-designer/
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